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Summary

I  present nxA encounter with two
patients uhom I satn in the Manguzi
Hospi,tal Labour Ward d,uri,ng nights on
call. In both instances I made si,milar
rruktakes uluich l,ed to th,e babies dUi,ng.
Thi,s reali ,sation had a dramati,c
impact on nze. I d,iscuss the issue oJ
doctors'mistakes and indicate some of
what I haue learnt through nxA enxo-
tional reactions and other people's
responses.

THE ENCOUNTERS

The context

Manguzi Hospital is a 280 bed rural
hospital in northern KwaZulu-Natal.
Like most similar hospitals, there are
no specialists and medical officers are
involved in the full spectrum of clinical
activit ies - obstetr ics, paediatr ics,
medicine, surgery, etc. The doctor on
call  covers al l  wards, with one
colleague (who may be less
experienced) as back-up. The m4jority
of patients are simple rural people who
have limited resources and education.

First patient

I was called to see LM, a single 20 year
old pr imigravid lady, late one night
after she had spent a day in Iabour and
had got stuck at 6cm cervical dilation.
Having assessed failure to progress due
to ineffective contractions, I prescribed
syntocinon augmentation. Five hours
Iater, the cervix was 9cm dilated but
the foetal heart was averaging around
100 bpm.  I  s topped the  syn toc inon
infusion.
After two hours, the patient had not
delivered despite being fully dilated for
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an hour, and was totally exhausted,
with resulting incoordinate contrac-
t ions. I  restarted the syntocinon
infusion. An hour later the baby had
not moved. I assessed her as having
CPD (f inal ly!)  and took her for a
Caesar ( f inal ly!) .  At operat ion, the
head was impacted in the pelvis and
del ivery was extremely di f f icul t ,
requir ing manual dis impact ion per
vaginam. The baby was very flat and
required extensive resuscitation. He
picked up ini t ia l ly,  but af terwards
became j i t tery with thumbing and
scissoring. Lumbar puncture showed a
xanthochromic CSE TWo days later he
suddenly stopped breathing. After
prolonged resuscitation, largely driven
by a refusal on my part to let this baby
die, I declared the child dead. With the
usual reluctance I  informed the
mother, stating the cause to be birth
trauma.

Second patient

About a week after my encounter with
LM, I was called to see TM, a single 19-
year old primigravid lady, because her
baby's heart rate was dropping during
contractions. She had been in Iabour
for a few hours. The cervix was 6cm
di lated but the head had not come
down and the liquor was thinly stained
with meconium. I did not intervene.

An hour  la te r  she  seemed to  be
progress ing  we l l  and I  expec ted
delivery fairly soon. Having attended
to patients in other wards, I returned
a.fter nearly two hours to find TM fully
dilated. There was thick meconium, so
after another half an hour, I tried a
vacuum extract ion. After three
attempts failed to move the head, I did
an emergency Caesarian section and
extracted aflatbaby covered in thick
meconium. Extensive resuscitat ion
was done, whi le I  completed the
Caesar uneventfully (on the surface). I
informed the mother that the baby was
having problems but I was too tired
and depressed to  be  very  commu-
nicative.

The baby was treated for meconium
aspiration syndrome. The next day he
vomited coffee ground material and
became j i t tery;  subsequent ly he
stopped breathing. I went through all
the motions of resuscitation to no avail
and certified him dead.

At this point I wanted to run away, to
hide, to weep, to give up medicine -

anything but go and tell that mother
that her baby was dead. I went ahead
and d id  i t  nonethe less .  I  do  no t
remember what I said to her - I was in
a daze - but basically went through the
same process again as I went through
with the first, without telling her of any
mistake I had made or my feelings that
I was a murderer. I never shared my
agony with my patient, or asked for her
forgiveness: "Somehow, I felt, it was
my responsibility to deal with my guilt
alone"t.

My immediate response

I went into a state of recoil, of horror
and depression. I did not want to go
back to work the next day and had to
force myself  to go through the
motions. In this state I  wrote down
some of my thoughts at that time on a
scrap of paper,  which included the
following:

Am I  competent?  How wi l l  I  know
whether or not I am competent? Who
wi l l  te l l  me when I  am no longer
competent? How do I avoid making the
same mistake over again?

I am going through a grieving process,
following classic stages: denial - there
was no mistake, my decisions were
reasonable, anyone else would have
done the sarne; anger - mainly directed
at the nursing staff (they should have
done things di f ferent ly,  cal led me
sooner),  but also at my col leagues
(irrat ional) ;  bargaining -  whi le the
baby lived I was making deals in my
mind;  depress ion  -  s t i l l  p resent ;
acceptance - what is this?

Should I have intervened

sooner?

Mistakes are inevitable in

the practice of medicine,
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Who can I speak to about my doubts?
Who wi l l  be honest with me about
myself?

Is the real problem concern for my
patient and her child or is it my pride?
Do I want punishment? sympathy? a
fight? justification?

Mistakes

"Our profession is difficult enough
without our having to wear the
yoke of perfection."r

In this art ic le,  I  wi l l  not at tempt to
discuss the actual mistakes made.
Suffice it to say that in both instances I
should have intervened much sooner. I
both did not take the partograph
seriously enough and forgot the
principle that any labour in a primipara
is a trial of labour.

Firstly, a few comments on mistakes in
general. A mistake can be defined as an
act or omission for which the doctor
fel t  responsible that had serious or
potentially serious consequences for
the patient and that would have been
judged wrong by knowledgeable peers
at the time it occurredz. Mistakes are
inevitable in the practice of medicine
because of the complexity of medical
knowledge, the uncertainty of clinical
predictions, time pressures, and the
need to make decisions despite limited
or uncertain lcrowledge.

It is commonly assumed that errors are
a result of taking shortcuts, inattention
to detail, or lack of knowledge of the
explicit rules, but evidence casts doubt
on this3. Mistakes can come about at a
number of levels:  an inaccurate or
incomplete data base (history and
physical examination primarily); an
error in data analysis (eg over-
interpretation of abnormal laboratory
data); underestimation of the risks of
evaluation or treatment (as compared
with the r isks of no evaluat ion or
treatment); and unwillingness to risk a

bad outcome (the desire for a perfect
outcome in every case despite the cost
to those who would not have a bad
outcome if left alone).

I t  is one thing to acknowledge that
mistakes occur;  i t  is qui te another
thing to analyse them rat ional ly.
"Everyone, of course, makes mistakes,
and no one enjoys the consequences.
But the potential consequences of our
medical mistakes are so overwhelming
that i t  is almost impossible for
practicing physicians to deal with their
errors in a psychological ly healthy
fashion."t

I now wish to try to look a bit further
at my own quest ions -  the things I
asked myself in the days following the
realisation that I had made the same
mistake twice.

1. How do I know uhether or not I ayrt,
com4tetent?

Competence is a vi tal ly important
issue. Studies have found that between
8-75o/o of family practitioners and about
2o/o of special ists have serious
deficiencies in competence5. The pre-
valence obviously depends on how
incompetence is measured but no one
disputes the existence of a problem.

Incompetence often persists among
hospital doctors merely because the
medical staff are old friends not used
to  comment ing  on  each o ther 's
performance. A patient dies and the
doctor is left wondering whether the
care provided was adequate; there is
no way to be certain and colleagues
are reluctant to express an opinionr.

The problem in South Africa is that
incompetence is  on ly  d iscovered
through direct complaints of the
public. Peer review and recertification
are still only topics of discussion (yet
already feared by many!) A system of
audit may help doctors who are sick or
fall below standards. If anything has
conv inced me o f  the  need fo r  and

Almost impossible to deal

with your errors in a psy-

chologically healthy way.

The possibility of a serious

mistake exists with every

patient one sees.
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importance of peer review, it is this
experience.

I still live with the same questions; in a
way that encourages me: if I did not
have this concern about my own
competence I would be more likely to
be or become incompetent. It is this
which will drive me to read journals, to
attend conferences, to discuss with
colleagues, to accept peer review. At
the same t ime, I  have to face that
doubt will always be with me. I can
harness this to prevent arrogance on
my part (which I am certainly guilty of
at times) and to assist others; I hope it
makes me a better teacher.

I have to accept that I will never be
omnicompetent. The issue is honesty
and acknowledgement of errors, to
myself, to my God and to my patients -

i f  I  am not doing that,  then I  am a
danger to my patients.

2. How do I aaoid making the same
mistake oaer again?

The crux of the matter is that the
possibility of a serious mistake exists
with every patient one sees. It is hard
to live with that knowledge, but even
harder after a serious mistake has been
made to continue in daily practice and
expose ourselves againl.

A lot of this has to do with guilt; how
do we as healers cope with gui l t?
Doctors use various methods of coping
with gui l t .  We sometimes try to
transfer blame to others, or ensure
others share the responsibility; we may
conceal or change certain facts, or we
may seek to shrug it off ("It can happen
to anyone"); we may seal it off in our
sou ls ,  so  tha t  we are  a loo f  and
apparently unemotional. It is as if we
are stuck in one of the early stages of
grieving. Sometimes we deal with guilt
by becoming experts in limited areas
where we cannot be challenged, or we
wiII even seek to escape by going into
non-cl inical  f ie lds. The only real
answer for guilt is spiritual confession

(acceptance of the blame), restitution
and absolution, yet there is no place
for this in the structure of modern
medicine. To say "This is the mistake I
made - I'm sorr5r" does not fit into the
doctor-patient relationship', or even
into the doctor-doctor relationship.
Hilfiker' notes that because of this it is
l i t t le wonder that physicians are
accused of having a God complex; little
wonder that we are defensive about
our judgements; little wonder that we
blame the pat ient or the previous
physician when things go wrong, that
we yell at the nurses for their mistakes,
that we have such high rates of
alcohol ism, drug addict ion, and
suicide.

I  have to  accept  tha t  I  had been
complacent  and perhaps  overcon-
fident, and this is something I need to
guard against. Most people, including
doctors themselves, expect doctors,
subconsciously at least, to be perfect,
and I am included in that.

I hope this article will ensure that I do
not make the same mistake again, but I
will certainly make other mistakes.

3. I haue been goi,ng through a gnning
process : deni,al, ang er, barg ai,ning,
depre s s i on, ac c ep tarrc e.

Approaching three years later I have
moved past the depression stage into a
measure of acceptance, though that
acceptance has been shaken a little by
reopening the wounds as I have written
this article. I believe that acceptance is
a state of recognising that I am fallible,
that I did make mistakes but that I do
not consistently make mistakes, and
that the possibility of making another
mistake is always there, a reason both
for caut ion and for humil i ty.  The
emotions expressed are normal and
typical .  Emotions experienced by
house officers after a mistake have
been l isted as remorse (8170),  anger
(79o/o), gullt (72o/o), and inadequacy
(60%o). A few reported a persistently
negative psychological impact2. In the

ldo make mistakes, but

do not consistently make

mistakes.

Share them rather than

bury them.
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future I need to learn to express these
emotions, in healthy ways, and share
them, rather than burying them.

4. Who can I speak to about mE
Jeeli,ngs and doubts?

Obviously I did speak to my wife, but
in a sense she is too close to me, too
accepting of me, too comforting. When
I did try to share some of my feelings
with colleagues at work, they brushed
me aside, or said these things happen
to everyone and I must not worry
about it. In a study of house officers,
48o/o felt that when they discussed their
mistakes the tough issues were not
addressed, 27o/o felt the insti tut ion
inhibited discussion of the mistakes
and 20o/o felt the administration was
judgmentaP.

I do not blame my colleagues in this. I
think I may have reacted the same way
towards myself after the first patient
encounter - perhaps it  required a
second one in  rap id succession to
bring the issues into focus. The
medical profession is not geared to
expressing one's mistakes or facing
one's doubts. Furthermore, I am sure
there was the subconscious fear in
others of what dealing truthfully with
me might have brought up in
themselves, the feelings and doubts
that have been buried during the years
of training and practice, because that is
the mould we are put into.

One person does s tand out ,  an
experienced rural practitioner who had
also completed a family medicine
course. When I shared my experiences
briefly with him, he aclctowledged how
he had made similar mistakes, had
been through a similar process and had
had similar questions. The recognition
that my feelings were real and the
empathy of someone who could
identify with those feelings was a great
encouragement.
If a doctor has made a mistake his or
her feel ings of guil t  may be
overwhelming and shame makes it

difficult to admit errors. There should
be a suitable framework to admit these
feelings and understand what is
happening', We are unprepared. We
need to help each other to confront the
emotional consequences of mistakes.
Medica l  school  teaches prec is ion;
mistakes are not mentioned. This is
something that needs to be addressed
by medical schools and especially in
postgraduate training programmes;
registrars, for example, could be
encouraged to deal with their errors
through the example of their teachers
facing up to their own blunders (as
opposed to the witch-hunts sometimes
observed in academic perinatal
mortality meetings.)

5. Is the real problem concern for my
pa,tient and her chi,Id or is it my
pride?

How do I respond to this? Of course I
was devastated because of the
suffering I had caused. If  i t  were
anything else but human life involved I
would not have reacted the same way.
BUT ...  pride was also involved. To
make the same mistake twice is not
only inexcusable, it is humiliating! I am
sure a lot of these questions arose from
that fact - my erstwhile pride was
grovell ing around on the ground,
rai l ing hysterical ly at the world
because of the blow (unfortunately not
mortal) it had received. Even now, that
same pride sits on my shoulder doing
its best to stop me from transcribing
the damaging facts and responses!

6. Do I uant puni,shment? sym,pathy?
a fight ? j u s ti,fic ation ?

I think at different stages I was looking
for all of these and they are simply
indicative of the real emotions I was
experiencing. As I write this article, I
have to ask if I am still looking for any
of these, and in response my answer is
similar: at different stages in the pro-
cess of rel iving those events and
writing this article, I have wished for
each of these from those who may read

Someone who recognised

my feelings were real, was

a great encouragement.

Medical school teaches

precision; mistakes are

not mentioned.
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it, just as I have felt towards myself:
judgement, pity, anger, palliation, etc. I
think, above all at that time, I wanted
empathy, a recognition that my feelings
were real and appropriate. At this time
my purpose in setting this down has
been for my own growth and learning
and to help others to face up to and
deal with their  own mistakes, or at
least their vulnerability to error.

Perhaps more such studies will appear
in this journal as we learn to reflect on
our practice, including our errors, in a
healthy and honest way.

Conclusion

WilI I make the same mistake again? I
cannot answer that.  I  hope I  have
learn't enough to avoid that, yet I have
also been reminded of my vulnerability
and the danger of overconfidence, so
though I could write volumes on what I
might do, I  give no categorical  re-
sponse.

I do hope I can be of help to colleagues
going through similar experiences and
remain challenging to myself and to my

peers to face up to mistakes in honesty.

Since writing this I have had a very
positive though stressful experience of
confessing an error to a patient who
was also a friend and colleague, which
has thus cemented some of mv lear-
ning into practice.

I tuish to efipress my appreci,ation to Doctors
Jon Larsen, Jannie Hugo, Steae Rei,d and.
Chris Ellis for thei,r feedback and encourage-
ment.
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We need publications on

our errors to learn from

one another in an honest,

healthy way,

Gomment by Jacques Kriel
Dean: Faculty of Medicine, Medunsa

This article is important because it deals with an area of medical practice (medical errors) that is not given sufficient atten-
tion in under- and postgraduate research and education and in professional organisations. It focusses mainly on the emo-
tional problem faced by the health professional on realising that she has made a serious diagnostic or therapeutic mistake,
and explores the responsibility of the individual professional and his or her colleagues. But there is also a growing body of
literature examining why mistakes are made.

The common assumption is that mistakes are due simply to a lack of the required lanowledge or skills base or are otherwise
due to negligence. The response by the profession is to orgarrise refresher courses and to increase the number ofspeciali-
ties and sub specialities. The more you know, the argument goes, the less likely you are to make a mistake.

Although this is valid up to a point, cognitive science research has, however, shown that the diagnostic process is not sim-
ply a question of the direct application of lcrowledge 'in memory' to the problem 'at hand'. In his two books The Reflective
Practitioner and Educating the Reflective Practitioner, Schon has for example argued that the professional has to construct
the problem. Text books present our professional conceptual schemes ('scientific lcrowledge') as a neatly organised pack-
age, but the problem as it presents to us in the real world is more like a messy swamp from which we have to construct the
vague outlines of a problem. The messiness of the real world is not only due to messy factors 'in the patient' or 'in the sys-
tem', but also 'in the doctor and 'in scientific conceptional schemes'!

Medical educators and the profession seem to assume that mistakes are the exception, but if we listen to the seemingly
growing dissatisfaction of patients, then it is clear that we can make mistakes even if the diagnosis and the therapy are
technically correct! This is because we have largely ignored the most obvious of all facts, namely that both the doctor and
the patient are human beings, not machines, and that the doctor-patient interaction is one of communication between two
(or more) life-worlds.

Family practitioners, I believe, have a vital responsibility in exploring the whole field of medical errors and of educating the
profession in this regard. It is becoming ugent as the profession in this country moves towards peer review and attempting
to motivate young doctors to move to rural hospitals.
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